Brick Visual is specialized in architectural visualizations with the focus on creating narrative and atmospheric environments, thus going beyond mere representation. This way our visualizations not only highlight the potential of each architectural project, but also transmit their character in a truly engaging way.

We have delivered more than 400 projects in 11 countries around the world – Norway, Canada, USA, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, UAE, Australia, Hungary, Ukraine –

THE TEAM
25 architects/3D artists
5 business developers
2 IT specialists
2 administrators
1 marketing specialist
1 graphic designer
1 music composer
**SERVICES**

- **3D rendered image production**

- **Interactive Panoramic Walkthrough (360 view) (HTML5)**

- **Animation (flythrough animation or advertisement movie)**

**SOFTWARE EXPERTISE**
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MARINA TOWER A
Architect: Hoffmann Janz GmbH
Our visualizations tell stories with a touch of magnificence, spectacle and tension.
“Brick Visual has added an extra dimension to our marketing program that has enabled us to communicate our vision for a space to tenants and investors in a novel, high quality format. Brick Visual’s attention to detail, professionalism and communication made them easy to work with and the end product was nothing short of impressive!”

Kevin Hoo
Vice President of Savanna Real Estate
Our visualizations stand out thanks to the synergic creative process we apply in our daily work.
“Not only did they provide us with the striking visualization pieces that we are currently using across all of our marketing platforms, but their seamless service and attentive communication has made the entire relationship smooth and enjoyable.”

Silverstein Properties, Inc.
KOPERVIK CHURCH, NO
Architect: Link Arkitektur AS
“We are extremely happy not only with the quality Brick delivered, but also with the innovative approach they took and the great collaboration we have developed through the years.”

Skanska Property Hungary Ltd.
AGDEA, NO
Architect: LinkArkitektur AS
We believe in the magnitude of details - the cornerstones of good design.
ANIMATION

Read the QR code or use the link to watch our 2014 showreel

http://vimeo.com/114252324
ANIMATION

Read the QR code or use the link to watch the advertisement movie of Quality Hotel Edvard Grieg

http://vimeo.com/114021729
REFERENCES

Until now, 100+ prominent architects, developers and agencies have been satisfied with our services worldwide.

In case you find our portfolio appealing, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us.
We would love to discuss your project.